SECRET
OPER/IRAQI FREEDOM//

SUBJ/CJTF7 FRAGO 1 TO OPORD 03-036 TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY (U)

RE://OP CJTF7 MISSION TO V CORPS (U) //

REF/A/MSG/CFC FRAGO 09-244/161233ZMAY003//

REF/B/MSG/USCENTCOM OPLAN 1003V - CHANGE 1/27 FEB 03//

REF/C/MSG/USCENTCOM OPLAN - IRAQ RECONSTRUCTION/14 APR 03//

REF/D/MSG/CFLCC OPLAN ECLIPSE II/12 APR 03//

REF/E/MSG/CJTF4 WARRNO 1 TO OPORD 03-036/181900ZMAY003//

REF/F/MSG/ CJTF4 OPORD 03-036 TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY OF CJTF7 MISSION TO V CORPS/271100Z MAY 2003(U) //

NARR/(REL KCFI) REF A IS CFC FRAGO 09-244, WHICH DIRECTS CJTF7 TO TRANSFER C2 RESPONSIBILITIES FOR OPERATIONS IN IRAQ TO V CORPS. REF B IS CHANGE 1 TO THE CFC OPLAN DIRECTING COMBAT OPERATIONS IN IRAQ. REF C IS THE CFC OPLAN DIRECTING POST-HOSTILITIES RECONSTRUCTION IN IRAQ. REF D IS THE CFLCC OPLAN FOR POST-HOSTILITIES OPERATIONS IN IRAQ. REF E IS A WARNING ORDER DIRECTING V CORPS TO BE PREPARED TO ASSUME COMMAND AND CONTROL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR OPERATIONS IN IRAQ. REF F DIRECTS V CORPS TO BECOME CJTF7 ON 15 JUNE 2003 AND ASSUME RESPONSIBILITIES FOR OPERATIONS IN IRAQ. THIS FRAGO CAPTURES CHANGES SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF OPORD 03-036 AND PROVIDES A TASK ORGANIZATION OF BAC UNITS AND THEIR COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS TO CJTF7//
RMKS/1. (U) SITUATION.
   1. (U) SITUATION. NO CHANGE.
   2. (U) MISSION. CFLLC CONDUCTS A TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY (TOA) TO V CORPS FOR CJTF-4 RESPONSIBILITIES IN IRAQ 15O40Z JUNE 03.
   3. (U) EXECUTION.
      3.A. (U) CONCEPT OF THE OPERATION. NO CHANGE.
      3.B. (U) TASKS TO SUBORDINATE UNITS.
         3.B.1. (U) V CORPS.
            3.B.1.A. (S/REL MCPI) ACCEPT TACON OF 800TH MP BDE TO CONDUCT EPW, DETAINED, HIGH VALUE DETAINEE, AND CRIMINAL DETENTION OPERATIONS. ATTACH MP INTERMENT / RESETTLEMENT UNITS TO 800TH MP BDE AS REQUIRED.
            3.B.1.B. (S/REL MCPI) PROVIDE PROJECT SITE SECURITY AND COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT TO TF 14A FORWARD PROJECT OFFICES LOCATED IVO KIRKUK AND ONE TO BE DETERMINED IVO SOUTHERN RUMANIA OILFIELDS. LIFE SUPPORT WILL BE PROVIDED BY CONTRACTOR ELEMENT UPON RELOCATION OF THE SOUTH PROJECT OFFICE FROM CAMP COMANDO.
            3.B.2. (U) 377TH THEATER SUPPORT COMMAND.
            3.B.2.A. (S/REL MCPI) PROVIDE GENERAL SUPPORT (GS) COMBAT SUPPORT (CS) MILITARY POLICE AND SECURITY FORCES TO CONDUCT SECURITY OF MSR TAMPA, FROM KUWAIT BORDER TO LOGBASE FRANKLIN AND THEATER LOGISTIC BASES IN CJTF-4 BATTLESPACES WHICH ARE CEDAR, CEDAR IT, SCANIA, AND FRANKLIN UNTIL MISSION COMPLETE OR REPLACED BY ROTATIONAL UNITS. PROVIDE DAILY STATUS REPORTS TO CJTF-4 PROVOST MARSHAL, AND CFLLC PROVOST MARSHAL.
            3.B.2.B. (S/REL MCPI) TACON 800TH MP BDE TO CJTF-4 TO CONDUCT EPW, DETAINED, HIGH VALUE DETAINEE, AND CRIMINAL DETENTION OPERATIONS FOR ALL OF IRAQ UNTIL MISSION COMPLETE OR REPLACED BY ROTATIONAL UNITS. 377TH TSC CONTINUES TO PROVIDE REQUIRED LOGISTICAL SUPPORT TO 800TH MP BDE TO CONDUCT EPW OPERATIONS IN CJTF-4 BATTLESPACES. PROVIDE DAILY STATUS REPORTS TO CJTF-4 PROVOST MARSHAL AND WEEKLY TO CFLLC PROVOST MARSHAL.
   4. (U) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
   4.A. (U) FINANCE. NLG 15 JUNE 03, V CORPS ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANCE OPERATIONS IN IRAQ. CFLLC RETAINS ASCC FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT ROLE. V CORPS EXECUTES THE FINANCE MISSION THROUGH CORPS AND DIVISION FINANCE BATTALIONS IAW TASK ORGANIZATION. THE 336TH FINANCE COMMAND (FINCOM) CONTINUES TO EXECUTE THE EAC FINANCE MISSION IAW TASK ORGANIZATION. THE FINCOM COMMANDER HAS OFFCOM TASKING AUTHORITY FOR ALL U.S. ARMY FINANCE UNITS. EAC FINANCE UNITS WILL PROVIDE SUPPORT TO KUWAIT BASED UNITS WITH A EPT MISSION TO DEPLOY FINANCE ELEMENTS FORWARD INTO IRAQ IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AREA SUPPORT FROM THEATER LSAS/ASGS.
   5. (U) COMMAND AND CONTROL.
   5.A. (S/REL MCPI) TASK ORGANIZATION. ANNEX A (TASK ORGANIZATION) WITH SPECIFIED COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ECHELONS ABOVE CORPS (EAC) UNITS AND CJTF-4 IS POSTED ON THE CFLLC WEB SITE AS ANNEX A (TASK ORGANIZATION) - TOA (9 JUNE 03).

(b)(6)

5.B. (S/REL MCPI) EFFECTIVE 10 JUNE 2003, SELECTED JTF-4 PERSONNEL ARE TRANSFERRED TO V CORPS ISO TRANSITION TO AND COMMAND AND CONTROL OF CJTF-4 AND JTF-4 DISSBANDS AS AN ORGANIZATION.
5.C. (S/REL MCPI) UPON THE TOA, THE 1ST UK DIV WILL BE TACON TO CJTF-14A.
5.D. (S/REL MCPI) UPON THE TOA, TF 14A IS TRANSFERRED OPCON TO OPCOM. THE TF 14A MAIN HQ WILL REMAIN AT CAMP DOHA, KUWAIT AND CONTINUES TO